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JAN HUBICˇKA, MATEˇJ KONECˇNY´, AND JAROSLAV NESˇETRˇIL
Abstract. In this paper we prove a general theorem showing the extension
property for partial automorphisms (EPPA, also called the Hrushovski prop-
erty) for classes of structures containing relations and unary functions, option-
ally equipped with a permutation group of the language. The proof is elemen-
tary, combinatorial and fully self-contained. Our result is a common strength-
ening of the Herwig–Lascar theorem on EPPA for relational classes with for-
bidden homomorphisms, the Hodkinson–Otto theorem on EPPA for relational
free amalgamation classes, its strengthening for unary functions by Evans,
Hubicˇka and Nesˇetrˇil and their coherent variants by Siniora and Solecki. We
also prove an EPPA analogue of the main results of J. Hubicˇka and J. Nesˇetrˇil:
All those Ramsey classes (Ramsey classes with closures and forbidden homo-
morphisms), thereby establishing a common framework for proving EPPA and
the Ramsey property.
Our results have numerous applications, we include a solution of a problem
related to a class constructed by the Hrushovski predimension construction.
1. Introduction
Let A,B be finite structures (i.e. graphs, hypergraphs or metric spaces) such
that A is a substructure of B. We say that B is an EPPA-witness for A if every
isomorphism of substructures of A (a partial automorphism of A) extends to an
automorphism of B. We say that a class C of finite structures has the extension
property for partial automorphisms (EPPA, also called the Hrushovski property) if
for every A ∈ C there is B ∈ C which is an EPPA-witness for A.
In 1992 Hrushovski [Hru92] established that the class of all finite graphs has
EPPA. This result was used by Hodges, Hodkinson, Lascar and Shelah to show
the small index property for the random graph [HHLS93]. After this, the quest of
identifying new classes of structures with EPPA continued with a series of papers
including [Her95, Her98, HL00, HO03, Sol05, Ver08, Con19, Ott17, ABWH+17c,
HKN18a, Kon18b, HKN18b, EHKN18].
In particular, Herwig and Lascar [HL00] proved EPPA for certain relational
classes with forbidden homomorphisms. Solecki [Sol05] used this result to prove
EPPA for the class of all finite metric spaces (this result was independently ob-
tained by Vershik [Ver08], see also [Pes08, Ros11b, Ros11a, Sab17, HKN18a] for
other proofs, some combinatorial [HKN18a], others using the profinite topology on
free groups and the Ribes–Zalesski˘ı [RZ93] and Hall [Hal49] theorems). Solecki’s
argument was refined by Conant [Con19] for certain classes of generalized metric
spaces and metric spaces with (some) forbidden subspaces. In [ABWH+17c] these
techniques were carried further and a layer was added on top of the Herwig–Lascar
theorem to show EPPA for many classes of metrically homogeneous graphs from
Cherlin’s catalogue [Che17] (see also exposition in [Kon18a]).
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There are known EPPA classes to which the Herwig–Lascar theorem is not well
suited. In particular, EPPA for free amalgamation classes of relational structures
was shown by Hodkinson and Otto [HO03]. It was noticed by Ivanov [Iva15] that a
lemma on permomorphisms from Herwig’s paper [Her98, Lemma 1] can be used to
show EPPA for structures with definable equivalences on n-tuples with infinitely
many equivalence classes. Evans, Hubicˇka and Nesˇetrˇil [EHN17] strengthened the
aforementioned construction of Hodkinson and Otto and established EPPA for free
amalgamation classes in languages with relations and unary functions (e.g. the
class of k-orientations arising from a Hrushovski construction [EHN18] or the class
of all finite bowtie-free graphs [EHN18]).
In this paper we give a combinatorial, elementary and fully self-contained proof of
a strengthening of all the aforementioned results [Her98, HL00, HO03, EHN17] and
their coherent variants by Siniora and Solecki [SS17, Sin17] (note that the original
proofs of most of these results use nontrivial algebraic methods [RZ93, Hal49] and
are quite complicated). This has a number of applications and particularly in
Section 9.3 we present a solution of a problem related to a class constructed by the
Hrushovski predimension construction. For additional applications see also [Kon19].
With applications in mind, we generalise the standard notion of model-theoretic
L-structures in two directions. We consider functions which go to subsets of the
vertex set and we also equip the languages with a permutation group ΓL. The
standard notions of homomorphism, embedding etc. are generalised naturally (see
Section 2), similarly for (irreducible structure faithful) EPPA (see Section 2.3).
Coherent EPPA is defined in Section 2.4. If ΓL consists of the identity only, one
gets back the standard model-theoretic L-structures together with the standard
mappings, standard definition of EPPA etc.
For a set F of ΓL-structures, we denote by Forbhe(F) the set of all finite and
countable ΓL structures A such that there is no F ∈ F with a homomorphism-
embedding F→ A.
We prove the following theorems:
Theorem 1.1. Let L be a finite language with relations and unary functions
equipped with a permutation group ΓL. Let F be a finite family of finite ΓL-structures
and let A ∈ Forbhe(F) be a ΓL-structure. If there exists a structure M ∈ Forbhe(F)
containing A such that each partial automorphism of A extends to an automorphism
of M, then there exists a finite structure B ∈ Forbhe(F) which is an irreducible
structure faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A.
The first and the third authors [HN16] gave a structural condition for a class
to be Ramsey. It turns out that in papers studying Ramsey expansions of various
classes using their Theorem, EPPA is often an easy corollary of one of the inter-
mediate steps [ABWH+17c, ABWH+17a, ABWH+17b, Kon18b]. In this paper
we make this correspondence more explicit by proving a theorem on EPPA whose
statement is very similar to [HN16, Theorem 2.2]. For the definition of locally finite
automorphism-preserving subclass see Section 8.1.
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a finite language with relations and unary functions
equipped with a permutation group ΓL and let E be a class of finite ΓL-structures
which has EPPA. Let K be a hereditary locally finite automorphism-preserving sub-
class of E with strong amalgamation which consists of irreducible structures. Then
K has EPPA. Moreover, if EPPA-witnesses in E can be chosen to be coherent then
EPPA-witnesses in K are coherent, too.
Theorem 1.2 has a form of implication one needs a base EPPA class E . The
following theorem is a strengthening of Herwig’s result [Her98, Lemma 1].
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Theorem 1.3. Let L be a finite language with relations and unary functions
equipped with a permutation group ΓL. Then the class of all finite ΓL-structures
has irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA.
In Section 2 we give all necessary notions and definitions. In Section 3, which
is supposed to serve as a warm-up, we give a new proof of (coherent) Hrushovski’s
theorem [Hru92]. Then, in Section 4 we show that the construction generalises
naturally to relational ΓL-structures. In Section 5 we add a new layer which al-
lows the language to also contain unary functions. In Section 6 we combine this
with techniques introduced earlier [HO03, EHN17] to obtain irreducible structure
faithfulness and in Section 7 we once again use a similar construction to deal with
forbidden homomorphic images, which allows us to prove the main theorems of this
paper in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9 we apply our results and prove EPPA
for the class of k-orientations with d-closures, thereby confirming the first part
of [EHN18, Conjecture 7.5]. We also illustrate the usage of Theorems 1.3 and 1.2
on the example of integer-valued metric spaces with no large cliques of ones.
The constructions in this paper are inspired by the construction of clique faithful
EPPA-witnesses for relational L-structures given by Hodkinson and Otto [HO03]
and follows the scheme of proofs of related results in [HN16] which are concerned
with the structural Ramsey theory. This can be outlined as follows.
In each section, we first fix a ΓL-structure A and give an explicit construction
of a ΓL-structure B with the desired properties. Then we, again explicitly, show
how to construct an automorphism of B extending the given automorphism of A.
And finally we give proofs that all the constructions indeed work as expected and
that they give coherent EPPA. In many cases, the constructions themselves are the
difficult part, the rest is just verification that a function is an automorphism and
that it composes correctly.
2. Background and notation
To state our main result we find it convenient to work with model-theoretic struc-
tures generalised in two ways: We equip the language with a permutation group
(giving a more systematic treatment to the concept of permomorphisms introduced
by Herwig [Her98]) and consider functions to the powerset (a further generalisation
of [EHN17]). This is motivated by applications (see Section 9.3).
Let L = LR ∪ LF be a language with relational symbols R ∈ LR and function
symbols F ∈ LF each having its arity denoted by a(R) for relations and a(F ) for
functions.
Let ΓL be a permutation group on L which preserves types and arities of all
symbols. We say that ΓL is a language equipped with a permutation group. Observe
that when ΓL is trivial and the ranges of all functions consist of singletons, one
obtains the usual notion of model-theoretic language (and structures). All results
and constructions in this paper presented on ΓL-structures can thus be directly
applied to standard L-structures.
Denote by P(A) the set of all subsets of A. A ΓL-structure A is a structure
with vertex set A, functions FA : A
a(F ) → P(A) for every F ∈ LF and relations
RA ⊆ Aa(R) for every R ∈ LR. Notice that the domain of a function is ordered
while the range is unordered. If the set A is finite we call A a finite structure.
We consider only structures with finitely or countably infinitely many vertices. If
LF = ∅, we call L a relational language and say that a ΓL-structure is a relational
ΓL-structure. A function F such that a(F ) = 1 is a unary function.
In this paper, the language and its permutation group are often fixed and un-
derstood from the context (and they are in most cases denoted by L and ΓL respec-
tively), we also only consider unary functions.
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A
B1
C
B2
α1
α2
β1
β2
Figure 1. An amalgamation of B1 and B2 over A.
2.1. Maps between ΓL-structures. A homomorphism f : A → B is a pair f =
(fL, fA) where fL ∈ ΓL and fA is a mapping A → B such that for every R ∈ LR
and F ∈ LF we have:
(a) (x1, x2, . . . , xa(R)) ∈ RA =⇒ (fA(x1), fA(x2), . . . , fA(xa(R))) ∈ fL(R)B,
and
(b) fA(FA(x1, x2, . . . , xa(F ))) ⊆ fL(F )B(fA(x1), fA(x2), . . . , fA(xa(F ))).
For brevity we will also write f(x) for fA(x) in the context where x ∈ A and
f(S) for fL(S) where S ∈ L. For a subset A′ ⊆ A we denote by f(A′) the set
{f(x) : x ∈ A′} and by f(A) the homomorphic image of a structure A.
If fA is injective then f is called a monomorphism. A monomorphism f is an
embedding if for every R ∈ LR and F ∈ LF :
(a) (x1, x2, . . . , xa(R)) ∈ RA ⇐⇒ (f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xa(R))) ∈ f(R)B, and
(b) f(FA(x1, c2, . . . , xa(F ))) = f(F )B(f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xa(F ))).
If f is an embedding where fA is one-to-one then f is an isomorphism. If fA is an
inclusion and fL is the identity then A is a substructure of B. For an embedding
f : A→ B we say that A is isomorphic to f(A).
Given A ∈ K and B ⊆ A, the closure of B in A, denoted by ClA(B), is the
smallest substructure of A containing B. For x ∈ A we will also write ClA(x) for
ClA({x}).
Example. Consider the class C of finite complete bipartite graphs (or, equivalently,
equivalences on pairs with two equivalence classes).
2.2. Amalgamation classes. Let A, B1 and B2 be ΓL-structures, α1 an embed-
ding of A into B1 and α2 an embedding of A into B2. Then every structure C with
embeddings β1 : B1 → C and β2 : B2 → C such that β1 ◦ α1 = β2 ◦ α2 (note that
this also must hold for the language part of αi’s and βi’s) is called an amalgamation
of B1 and B2 over A with respect to α1 and α2. See Figure 1. We will often call
C simply an amalgamation of B1 and B2 over A (in most cases α1 and α2 can be
chosen to be inclusion embeddings).
We say that the amalgamation is strong if it holds that β1(x1) = β2(x2) if
and only if x1 ∈ α1(A) and x2 ∈ α2(A). Strong amalgamation is free if C =
β1(B1) ∪ β2(B2) and whenever a tuple x¯ of vertices of C contains vertices of both
β1(B1 \ α1(A)) and β2(B2 \ α2(A)), then x¯ is in no relation of C and for every
function F ∈ L with a(F ) = |x¯| it holds that FC(x¯) = ∅.
Definition 2.1. An amalgamation class is a class K of finite ΓL-structures which
is closed for isomorphisms and satisfies the following three conditions:
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(1) Hereditary property: For every A ∈ K and a structure B with an embedding
f : B→ A we have B ∈ K;
(2) Joint embedding property: For every A,B ∈ K there exists C ∈ K with an
embeddings f : A→ C and g : B→ C;
(3) Amalgamation property: For A,B1,B2 ∈ K and α1 embedding of A into
B1, α2 embedding of A into B2, there is C ∈ K which is an amalgamation
of B1 and B2 over A with respect to α1 and α2.
If the C in the amalgamation property can always be chosen as the free amalga-
mation, then K is a free amalgamation class.
By the Fra¨ısse´ theorem [Fra53], relational amalgamation classes in countable
language with trivial ΓL correspond to countable homogeneous structures. This
correspondence can be generalised further to languages with functions equipped
with a permutation groups etc.
Generalising the notion of a graph clique, we say that a structure is irreducible
if it is not the free amalgamation of its proper substructures. A homomorphism
f : A → B is a homomorphism-embedding if the restriction f |C is an embedding
whenever C is an irreducible substructure of A. Given a family F of ΓL-structures
we denote by Forbhe(F) the class of all finite or countable ΓL-structures A such
that there is no F ∈ F with a homomorphism-embedding F→ A.
2.3. EPPA for ΓL-structures. A partial automorphism of the structure A is an
isomorphism f : C→ C′ where C and C′ are substructures of A (note that it also
includes a full permutation of the language). We say that a class of finite structures
K has the extension property for partial automorphisms (EPPA, sometimes called
the Hrushovski property) if for every A ∈ K there is B ∈ K such that A is a sub-
structure of B and every partial automorphism of A extends to an automorphism
of B. We call B with such a property an EPPA-witness of A. B is irreducible struc-
ture faithful (with respect to A) if it has the property that for every irreducible
substructure C of B there exists an automorphism g of B such that g(C) ⊆ A.
Homomorphism-embeddings were introduced in [HN16] and irreducible structure
faithfulness was introduced in [EHN17] as a generalisation of clique faithfulness
of Hodkinson and Otto [HO03]. The following (probably folkloristic) observation
justifies the links with the structural Ramsey theory.
Observation 2.2. Every hereditary isomorphism-closed class of finite ΓL-structures
which has EPPA and the joint embedding property (see Definition 2.1) is an amal-
gamation class.
Proof. Let K be such a class and let A,B1,B2 ∈ K, α1 : A→ B1, α2 : A→ B2 be
as in Definition 2.1. Let B be the joint embedding of B1 and B2 (that is, we have
embeddings β′1 : B1 → B and β′2 : B2 → B) and let C be an EPPA-witness for B.
Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of B sending α1(A) to α2(A) and let θ be its
extension to an automorphism of C. Finally, put β1 = θ ◦ β′1 and β2 = β′2. It is
easy to check that β1 and β2 certify that C is an amalgamation of B1 and B2 over
A with respect to α1 and α2. 
2.4. Coherence of EPPA-witnesses. Siniora and Solecki [Sol09, SS17] strength-
ened the notion of EPPA in order to get a dense locally finite subgroup of the
automorphism group of the corresponding Fra¨ısse´ limit.
Definition 2.3 (Coherent maps). Let X be a set and P be a family of partial
bijections between subsets of X. A triple (f, g, h) from P is called a coherent triple
if
Dom(f) = Dom(h),Range(f) = Dom(g),Range(g) = Range(h)
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and
h = g ◦ f.
Let X and Y be sets, and P and Q be families of partial bijections between
subsets of X and between subsets of Y , respectively. A function ϕ : P → Q is
said to be a coherent map if for each coherent triple (f, g, h) from P, its image
(ϕ(f), ϕ(g), ϕ(h)) in Q is also coherent.
Definition 2.4 (Coherent EPPA). A class K of finite ΓL-structures is said to have
coherent EPPA ifK has EPPA and moreover the extension of partial automorphisms
is coherent. That is, for every A ∈ K, there exists B ∈ K such that A ⊆ B and
every partial automorphism f of A extends to some fˆ ∈ Aut(B) with the property
that the map ϕ from the partial automorphisms of A to Aut(B) given by ϕ(f) = fˆ
is coherent. We also say that B is a coherent EPPA-witness for A.
The following easy proposition will be used several times. We include its proof
to make this paper self-contained.
Proposition 2.5 (Lemma 2.1 in [Sin17]). The class of all finite sets has coherent
EPPA. That is, for every finite set A and a partial injective function ϕ : A → A
(i.e. its domain is a subset of A) there is a permutation θ : A→ A such that ϕ ⊆ θ.
Moreover, if ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ are partial injective functions from A to A such that
they form a coherent triple and θ1, θ2 and θ their corresponding extensions as above,
then θ = θ2 ◦ θ1.
Proof. Fix a set A. We can without loss of generality assume that A = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of A, in other words, a partial injective function
on A. We construct an automorphism θ : A→ A extending ϕ in the following way:
Put X = A \ Dom(ϕ) and Y = A \ Range(ϕ) and enumerate X = {x1, . . . , xk}
and Y = {y1, . . . , yk} such that x1 < · · · < xk and y1 < · · · < yk. Finally, we define
θ by
θ(x) =
{
ϕ(x) if x ∈ Dom(ϕ)
yi if x = xi.
It is obvious that θ is a permutation of A which extends ϕ. Thus it only remains
to prove the furthermore part, that is, coherence.
Consider x ∈ A. If x ∈ Dom(ϕ1), then clearly θ(x) = θ2(θ1(x)). Put X =
A \Dom(ϕ) (which is equal to A \Dom(ϕ1)), Y = A \Range(ϕ1) (= A \Dom(ϕ2))
and Z = A\Range(ϕ) (= A\Range(ϕ2)) and again enumerate them in an ascending
order. If x = xi, we have θ1(xi) = yi, θ2(yi) = zi and θ(xi) = zi, therefore indeed
θ(xi) = θ2(θ1(xi)). 
When using this result, we will often simply say that we extend a partial per-
mutation in an order-preserving way or coherently.
3. Warmup: new proof of EPPA for graphs
We start with a simple proof of the theorem of Hrushovski [Hru92]. This is
the simplest case where the construction of coherent EPPA-witnesses is non-trivial.
We consider graphs to be (relational) structures in a language with a single binary
relation E which is always symmetric and irreflexive.
Fix a graph A with vertices A = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
3.1. Witness construction. We give a construction of a coherent EPPA-witness
B for a structure A′ isomorphic to A, which clearly implies that there is also a
coherent EPPA-witness for A. B will be constructed as follows:
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A
pi
A′
B
ψ
ϕˆ
ϕ
ϕ
θ
Figure 2. Scheme of the construction of θ.
(1) The vertices of B are all pairs (x, χ) where x ∈ A and χ is a function from
A \ {x} to {0, 1} (called a valuation function for x).
(2) Vertices (x, χ) and (x′, χ′) form an edge if and only if x 6= x′ and χ(x′) 6=
χ′(x).
We now define a generic copy A′ of A in B by constructing an embedding ψ : A→
B by putting ψ(x) = (x, χx), where χx(y) = 1 if x > y and {x, y} ∈ EA and
χx(y) = 0 otherwise (remember that we enumerated A = {1, 2, . . . , n}). We put
A′ to be the graph induced by B on ψ(A). It follows directly that ψ is indeed an
embedding of A into B.
Remark. Note that the functions χx from the definition of ψ are in fact the
columns of the asymmetric variant of the adjacency matrix of A.
Let pi : B → A be the projection mapping (x, χ) 7→ x. Note that pi(ψ(x)) = x
for every x ∈ A. In particular, A′ is transversal, that is, pi is injective on A′.
3.2. Constructing the extension. The construction from the following para-
graphs is schematically depicted in Figure 2.
Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of A′. Using pi we get a partial permuta-
tion of (the set) A and we denote by ϕˆ the order-preserving extension of ϕ (cf.
Proposition 2.5) to a permutation of A.
We now construct a set F ⊆ (A2) of flipped pairs by putting {x, y} ∈ F if and
only if x 6= y and there is a valuation function χ such that (x, χ) ∈ Dom(ϕ) (denote
ϕ((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ(x), χ′)) and χ(y) 6= χ′(ϕˆ(y)).
Note that if there is also χ′′ such that (y, χ′′) ∈ Dom(ϕ), then condition above
has the same outcome when the roles of x and y are exchanged: This follows from
the definition of B and the fact that ϕ maps edges to edges and non-edges to
non-edges.
Finally, define a function θ : B → B by putting
θ((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ(x), χ′),
where
χ′(ϕˆ(y)) =
{
χ(y) if {x, y} /∈ F
1− χ(y) if {x, y} ∈ F.
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This function will be the coherent extension of ϕ.
3.3. Proofs. Both of the proofs in this section are only an explicit verification that
our constructions work as expected.
Lemma 3.1. θ is an automorphism of B extending ϕ. In other words, B is an
EPPA-witness for A.
Proof. Observe that the function θ−1 : B → B defined as
θ−1((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ−1(x), χ′)
where
χ′(ϕˆ−1(y)) =
{
χ(y) if {ϕˆ−1(x), ϕˆ−1(y)} /∈ F
1− χ(y) if {ϕˆ−1(x), ϕˆ−1(y)} ∈ F
is an inverse of θ and therefore θ is a bijection. If (x, χ) and (y, χ′) form an edge
of B, then by the construction of θ we either preserve or flip the relevant valuation
for both of them (depending of whether {x, y} ∈ F ) and therefore their images also
form an edge. The same argument can be repeated for non-edges and therefore we
get that θ is an automorphism of B.
Let (x, χx) ∈ Dom(ϕ) with ϕ((x, χx)) = (z, χz). This means ϕˆ(x) = z and
therefore we know that θ((x, χx)) = (z, χ
′) for some χ′. Observe that by definition
of F we have {x, y} ∈ F if χx(y) 6= χz(ϕˆ(y)) and that, by definition of θ, we have
χx(y) 6= χ′(ϕˆ(y)) if and only if {x, y} ∈ F , therefore indeed χz = χ′, which finishes
the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ be partial automorphisms of A such that ϕ = ϕ2◦ϕ1
and θ1, θ2 and θ their corresponding extensions as above. Then θ = θ2 ◦ θ1.
Proof. Denote by ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2 and ϕˆ the corresponding permutations of A constructed
above, by F1, F2 and F the corresponding sets of flipped pairs.
By Proposition 2.5 we get that ϕˆ = ϕˆ2 ◦ ϕˆ1. To see that θ is a composition of
θ1 and θ2 it remains to verify that pairs flipped by θ are precisely those pairs that
are flipped by the composition of θ1 and θ2.
This follows from the construction of F . Only pairs with at least one vertex in
the domain of ϕ1 are put into sets F and F1 and again only pairs with at least one
vertex in the domain of ϕ2 (which is the same as the value range of ϕ1) are put
into F2.
Consider {x, y} ∈ F . This means that at least one of them (without loss of
generality x) is in pi(Dom(ϕ)) = pi(Dom(ϕ1)). Furthermore, for ϕ((x, χx)) = (z, χz)
we know that χz(ϕˆ(y)) 6= χx(y). Because ϕ = ϕ2◦ϕ1, we get that either {x, y} ∈ F1,
or {ϕˆ1(x), ϕˆ1(y)} ∈ F2 (and precisely one of these happens). And this means that
both θ and θ2 ◦ θ1 flip {x, y}.
On the other hand, if {x, y} /∈ F , then either {x, y} is in both F1 and F2 or in
neither of them and then, again, neither θ nor θ2 ◦ θ1 flip {x, y}. This implies that
indeed θ = θ2 ◦ θ1. 
The previous lemmas immediately imply the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. The graph B is a coherent EPPA-witness of A′.
What now follows is a series of strengthenings of the main ideas from this section.
Each of the constructions will proceed in several steps:
(1) Define a structure B using a suitable variant of valuations.
(2) Give a construction of a generic copy A′ of A in B.
(3) For a partial automorphism ϕ of A′, give a construction of θ : B→ B.
(4) Prove that θ is an automorphism of B and that it extends ϕ.
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(5) Prove that θ is coherent.
The proofs often consist of verification, usually very similar as in this section.
Remark 3.4. Note that B only depends on the number of vertices of A and, as
such, is a coherent EPPA-witness for all graphs with at most |A| vertices.
4. Coherent EPPA for relational structures
In this section we generalise the ideas from the previous section to prove co-
herent EPPA for languages with relational symbols. Fix a finite relational lan-
guage L equipped with a permutation group ΓL and a finite ΓL-structure A with
A = {1, 2, . . . n}.
4.1. Witness construction. Given a vertex x ∈ A and an integer n we denote by
UAn (x) the set of all n-tuples (tuples, not sets) of elements of A containing x. Note
that UAn (x) also includes n-tuples with repeated occurrences of vertices. We start
by introducing the right notion of valuations:
Given R ∈ LR of arity n and a vertex x ∈ A, we say that a function χR : UAn (x)→
{0, 1} is an R-valuation function for x. A valuation function for a vertex x ∈ A is
a function χ assigning every R ∈ L an R-valuation function χ(R) for x.
Now we are ready to give the definition of B:
(1) The vertices of B are all pairs (x, χ) where x ∈ A and; χ is an L-valuation
function for x.
(2) For every relational symbol R of arity n we put
((x1, χ1), (x2, χ2), . . . , (xn, χn)) ∈ RB
if and only if for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that xi = xj it also holds that
χi = χj and furthermore∑
χ∈{χi:1≤i≤n}
χ(R)((x1, x2, . . . , xn))
is odd (summing over χ ∈ {χi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ensures that possible multiple
occurrences of (xi, χi) are only counted once).
Next we define the generic copy A′ of A by giving an embedding ψ : A→ B as
follows:
ψ(x) = (x, χx)
where χx is the L-valuation function for x defined by
χx(R)((y1, y2, . . . yn)) = 1 if and only if (y1, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ RA and x = y1.
Again it follows directly from the construction that ψ is an embedding which does
not permute the language. Notice also that A′ = ψ(A) is transversal. Let pi : B →
A defined as pi((x, χ)) = x be the projection.
4.2. Constructing the extension. As in Section 3, we fix a partial automorphism
ϕ : A′ → A′ and extend the projection of ϕ to a permutation ϕˆ of A in an order-
preserving way. Note that ϕ already gives a full permutation of the language,
therefore we will focus on extending the structural part.
For every relational symbol R ∈ L of arity n we construct a function FR : An →
{0, 1}n. These functions will play a similar role as the set F in Section 3 (i.e., they
will control the flips) and are constructed as follows:
(1) For n-tuples x¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) consisting only of vertices from pi(Dom(ϕ))
we put FR(x¯)i = 1 if and only if χxi(R)(x¯) 6= χ′(ϕ(R))(ϕˆ(x¯)), where χxi
is the L-valuation function such that (xi, χxi) ∈ A′ and χ′ is such that
ϕ((xi, χxi)) = (ϕˆ(xi), χ
′).
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(2) For n-tuples x¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) containing both vertices from pi(Dom(ϕ))
and vertices outside of pi(Dom(ϕ)) we define FR(x¯)i in the same way as
above for all choices of i such that xi ∈ pi(Dom(ϕ)). Let m be the smallest
index such that xm /∈ pi(Dom(ϕ)). For every j > m such that xj 6= xm
and xj /∈ pi(Dom(ϕ)) we put FR(x¯)j = 0. Finally we choose the remaining
entries (which all correspond to the same vertex xm) to be either all 0
or all 1 to ensure that number of distinct vertices of x¯ such that their
corresponding entry in FR(x¯)i is 1 is even.
(3) For n-tuples x¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) containing no vertices of pi(Dom(ϕ)) we
put FR(x¯)i = 0 for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Observe that by the construction we get that FR(x¯)i = FR(x¯)j whenever x¯i = x¯j
and that
|{x¯i : FR(x¯)i = 1}|
is even (where taking the size of the set means that each distinct vertex is counted
only once even if it has repeated occurrences in x¯).
Define a function θ : B → B by putting
θ((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ(x), χ′)
where
χ′(ϕ(R))(ϕˆ(y¯)) =
{
χ(R)(y¯) if FR(y¯) has 0 on entry corresponding to x
1− χ(R)(y¯) if FR(y¯) has 1 on entry corresponding to x.
4.3. Proofs. The rest follows analogously to Section 3.
Lemma 4.1. θ is an automorphism of B extending ϕ.
Proof. This follows in the same way as in Lemma 3.1. To get that θ is an automor-
phism we use the parity property of each FR. 
Lemma 4.2. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ be partial automorphisms of A such that ϕ = ϕ2◦ϕ1
and θ1, θ2 and θ their corresponding extensions as above. Then θ = θ2 ◦ θ1.
Proof. In a complete analogy to Lemma 3.2. 
The following proposition is then immediate.
Proposition 4.3. The ΓL-structure B is a coherent EPPA-witness of A
′.
We find it useful to state the result of this section a little more explicitly as a
theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Fix a finite relational language L equipped with a permutation group
ΓL. For every integer n there is a finite ΓL-structure B such that B is a coherent
EPPA-witness for every ΓL-structure A on at most n vertices.
5. EPPA for structures with unary functions
We are now ready to introduce unary functions into the language. In order to do
it, we will use valuation structures instead of valuation functions, which was first
done in [EHN17]. Otherwise we follow the general scheme.
Fix a finite language L containing relational symbols and unary function symbols
equipped with a permutation group ΓL and a finite ΓL-structure A.
Denote by LR ⊆ L the language consisting of all relational symbols of language
L equipped with the corresponding subgroup ΓLR of ΓL. For a ΓL-structure D we
will denote by D− the ΓLR-reduct of D (that is, the ΓLR -structure on the same
vertex set as D with RD− = RD for every R ∈ LR)
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5.1. Witness construction. Let B0 be a finite ΓLR-structure which is an EPPA-
witness for A− (it exists by Proposition 4.3). We furthermore, for convenience,
assume that A− ⊆ B0. Let x ∈ B0 be a vertex of B0 and let V be a ΓL-structure.
We say that V is a valuation structure for x if the following hold:
(1) x ∈ V ,
(2) there exists y ∈ A and an isomorphism ι : V → ClA(y) satisfying ι(x) = y
(note that ι can permute the language),
(3) V− is a substructure of B0.
We construct B as follows:
(1) The vertices of B are all pairs (x,V) where x ∈ B0 and V is a valuation
structure for x,
(2) we put ((x1,V1), . . . , (xn,Vn)) ∈ RB if and only if (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ RB−0 for
every relational symbol R ∈ L of arity n,
(3) for every (unary) function symbol F we put FB((x,V)) = {(y,ClV(y)); y ∈
FV(x)}.
We define the generic copy A′ of A in B using the embedding ψ : A → B
defined as ψ(x) = (x,ClA(x)). ClA(x) is indeed a valuation structure for ι being
the identity, because we assumed that A− ⊆ B0.
5.2. Constructing the extension. Let pi : B → B0 defined by pi((x,V)) = x be
the projection. Note that pi(A′) = A− and that pi is a homomorphism-embedding
B− → B0. Fix a partial automorphism ϕ of A′. It induces (by pi and restriction
to ΓLR) a partial automorphism ϕ0 of A
−. Denote by ϕˆ the extension of ϕ0 to an
automorphism of B0.
We put
θ((x,V)) = (ϕˆ(x),U),
where U is a ΓL-structure such that U
− = ϕˆ(V−) and for every (unary) function
symbol F and every y ∈ V it holds that ϕL(F )U(ϕˆ(y)) = ϕˆ(FV(y)). In other
words, ϕˆ|V together with the permutation of function symbols from ϕ give an
isomorphism of V and U.
5.3. Proofs.
Lemma 5.1. θ is an automorphism of B extending ϕ.
Proof. By the definition of U we get that θ is a bijection from B to B. The relations
on B only depend on the projection, and since ϕˆ is an automorphism, we get that θ
respect the relations. It thus remains to check the functions, but that follows from
the construction. 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that B0 is a coherent EPPA-witness of A
− and thus ϕˆ can
be chosen to be coherent. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ be partial automorphisms of A such
that ϕ = ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1 and θ1, θ2 and θ their corresponding extensions as above. Then
θ = θ2 ◦ θ1.
Proof. Follows straightforwardly from the definition of θ: It is coherent on the first
coordinate by the assumption of B0 and it is easy to check that the extension to
the second coordinate preserves coherence. 
We can thus summarize.
Proposition 5.3. For every finite ΓL-structure A and EPPA-witness B0 of A
−
it holds that B is an EPPA-witness of A′. Moreover if B0 is coherent then B is
coherent, too.
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From now on our structures may contain unary functions. To some extent, the
unary functions do not interfere too much with the properties which we are going
to ensure and thus it is possible to treat them “separately”. Namely, we will always
first introduce a notion of a valuation function (in order to get the desired property)
and then wrap the valuation functions in a variant of the valuation structures.
6. Irreducible structure faithful EPPA
In this section we prove irreducible structure faithful (coherent) EPPA for ΓL-
structures. This is a simple strengthening of [EHN17, Theorem 1.7], which in turn
extends [HO03].
Fix a finite language L consisting of relational symbols and unary function sym-
bols only equipped with a permutation group ΓL, a finite ΓL-structure A and its
EPPA-witness B0 (for example obtained by Proposition 5.3). Without loss of gen-
erality assume that A ⊆ B0. We give a construction of an irreducible structure
faithful EPPA-witness B which will have a homomorphism-embedding (projection)
to B0 and every extension of a partial automorphism in B will be induced by the
corresponding extension of a partial automorphism in B0.
6.1. Witness construction. Let I be an irreducible substructure of B0. We say
that I is bad if there is no automorphism f : B0 → B0 such that f(I) ⊆ A. Given
a vertex x ∈ B0 we denote by U(x) the set of all bad irreducible substructures of
B0 containing x.
For a vertex x ∈ B0, we say that a function assigning to every I ∈ U(x) a value
from {1, 2, . . . , |I| − 1} is a valuation function for x. Given vertices x, y ∈ B0 and
their valuation functions χ and χ′ respectively, we say that the pairs (x, χ) and
(y, χ′) are generic if either (x, χ) = (y, χ′), or x 6= y and for every bad irreducible
substructure I of B0 such that x, y ∈ I it holds that χ(I) 6= χ′(I). We say that
a set S is a generic set if it consists of pairs (x, χ) where x ∈ B0 and χ is a
valuation function for x and every pair (x, χ), (y, χ′) ∈ S is generic. In particular,
the projection to the first coordinate is injective on every generic set.
A valuation structure for a vertex x ∈ B0 is a ΓL-structure V such that:
(1) The vertex set of V is a generic set of pairs (y, χ) where y ∈ ClB0(x) and
χ is a valuation function for y, and
(2) the function ι((y, χ)) = y is an isomorphism of V and ClB0(x) with ιL
being the identity (that is, ι does not affect the language).
For a pair (x,V), where x ∈ B0 and V is a valuation structure for x, we denote
by χ(x,V) the (unique) valuation function for x such that (x, χ(x,V)) ∈ V and
we also put pi(x,V) = x (pi will again serve as a projection from B to B0). We
say that a set S of pairs (x,V) such that x ∈ B0 and V is a valuation structure
for x is generic if the set
⋃
(x,V)∈S V is generic. Note that this implies that the set
{(x, χ(x,V)) : (x,V) ∈ S} is also generic and thus again pi is injective on every
generic set.
Now we construct a ΓL-structure B:
(1) The vertices of B are all pairs (x,V), where x ∈ B0 and V is a valuation
structure for x.
(2) For every relational symbol R ∈ LR we put
((x1,V1), . . . , (xa(R),Va(R))) ∈ RB
if and only if (x1, x2, . . . , xa(R)) ∈ RB0 and moreover the set
{(x1,V1), . . . , (xa(R),Va(R))}
is generic.
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(3) For every (unary) function symbol F ∈ LF we put
FB((x,V)) = {(y,ClV((y, χ))) : (y, χ) ∈ FV((x, χ(x,V)))} .
Note that pi is a homomorphism-embedding from B to B0.
Next we define an embedding ψ : A→ B which will give the generic copy A′. For
every bad irreducible I ⊆ B0 fix an injective function fI : I∩A→ {1, 2, . . . , |I|−1}.
Such a function exists because A∩I is always a proper subset of I, because otherwise
I would not be bad. Given a vertex x ∈ A we put ψ(x) = (x,Vx), where Vx =
{(y, χy) : y ∈ ClA(x), χy(I) = fI(y)} and the structure on Vx is chosen such that
the function (y, χy) 7→ y is an isomorphism of Vx and ClA(x) (with the structure
inherited from A).
It is easy to verify that this is indeed an embedding of A to B and that A′ = ψ(A)
is generic.
6.2. Constructing the extension. At some point, we will also need to prove
irreducible structure faithfulness. And in that proof, we are going to need to con-
struct some automorphisms of B based on some automorphisms of B0 and partial
automorphisms of B. Because of it, we prove slightly a more general Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of B satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(1) Both the domain and range of ϕ are generic,
(2) there is an automorphism ϕˆ of B0 which extends the projection of ϕ via pi
(which is a partial automorphism of B0 thanks to condition 1).
Then there is an automorphism θ of B extending ϕ.
Note that if ϕ is a partial automorphism of A′, then it satisfies both conditions
and therefore it can be extended to an automorphism of B.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Put
D = {(x, χ(x,V)) : (x,V) ∈ Dom(ϕ)}
and
R = {(x, χ(x,V)) : (x,V) ∈ Range(ϕ)}.
Because both Dom(ϕ) and Range(ϕ) are generic, we get that |D| = |R| = |pi(D)| =
|pi(R)|, so in particular no x ∈ B0 appears in D or R with more than one valuation
structure. Therefore, ϕ defines a bijection q : D → R.
For a bad irreducible substructure I ⊆ B0 we can define a partial permutation
τϕI of {1, . . . , |I| − 1} such that for every (y, χ) ∈ D with y ∈ I and for (ϕˆ(y), χ′) =
q((y, χ)) we put
τϕI (χ(I)) = χ
′(ϕˆ(I)).
This is indeed a partial permutation of {1, . . . , |I| − 1}, because both D and R are
generic. Let θϕI be the order-preserving extension of τ
ϕ
I .
Put
V =
⋃
(x,V)∈B
V.
Having θϕI for every bad I, we can define qˆ : V → V as
qˆ((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ(x), χ′),
where χ′(ϕˆ(I)) = θϕI (χ(I)). Since ϕˆ is an automorphism of B0 and each θ
ϕ
I is a
permutation of {1, . . . , |I| − 1}, it follows that qˆ is a permutation of V. It is easy
to check that qˆ extends q.
Finally, we define θ : B → B by putting
θ((x,V)) = (ϕˆ(x),U),
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where U = qˆ(V), that is, qˆ is an isomorphism of V and U. It can be checked that
θ (together with the permutation of the language given by ϕ) is an automorphism
of B extending ϕ. 
6.3. Proofs.
Lemma 6.2. If B0 is a coherent EPPA-witness for A, then B is a coherent EPPA-
witness for A′.
Proof. Look at the construction in the proof of Lemma 6.1 for ϕ being a partial
automorphism of A′ and ϕˆ being the coherent extension of the projection of ϕ by
pi. Thus we have coherence of θ on the first coordinate, coherence on the second
coordinate follows from coherence of qˆ, which is ensured by extending the mappings
τϕI ’s in the order-preserving way. 
Proposition 6.3. For every finite ΓL-structure A and its EPPA-witness B0 it holds
that B created as above is an irreducible structure faithful EPPA-witness of A′ (a
copy of A in B0) and there is a homomorphism embedding B→ B0. Moreover, if
B0 is coherent, then B is coherent, too.
Proof. It only remains to prove irreducible structure faithfulness of B.
Let D be an irreducible substructure of B. We claim that D is generic. For a
contradiction suppose that (x,Vx), (y,Vy) ∈ D form a non-generic pair of vertices.
Put Ex = {(a,Va) ∈ D : (x,Vx) 6∈ ClD((a,Va))} and similarly define Ey. As
closures are unary, these are (proper) substructures of D. We also know that
(y,Vy) ∈ Ex and (x,Vx) ∈ Ey, because the pair (x,Vx), (y,Vy) ∈ D is not
generic. This means that Ex,Ey are non-empty and neither is a substructure of
the other.
We first prove Ex∪Ey = D. Suppose for a contradiction that there is (z,Vz) ∈ D
with (x,Vx), (y,Vy) ∈ ClD((z,Vz)). Then (by the construction of B) we have
Vx,Vy ⊆ Vz, which is a contradiction with (x,Vx), (y,Vy) forming a non-generic
pair.
Fix (a,Va) ∈ Ex \ Ey and (b,Vb) ∈ Ey \ Ex. Because we know that Vy ⊆ Va
and Vx ⊆ Vb, we get that (a,Va), (b,Vb) is not a generic pair and therefore no
relation of D contains both (a,Va) and (b,Vb). Thus D is a free amalgam of
Ex and Ey over their intersection, which is a contradiction with its irreducibility.
Therefore D is indeed generic.
Now that we know that D is generic, it follows that pi(D) is not a bad irreducible
substructure of B0. It is however irreducible, because pi is a homomorphism-
embedding, and thus there is ϕˆ ∈ Aut(B0) such that ϕˆ(pi(D)) ⊆ A. Define
ϕ : D → A′ by ϕ((x,V)) = ψ(ϕˆ(x)). This is a partial automorphism of B with
generic domain and range, whose projection extends to ϕˆ of B0 and Lemma 6.1
then gives an automorphism of B sending D to A′, which is what we wanted. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Sections 4 and 5 give coherent EPPA for classes of structures
in a finite language consisting of relation symbols and unary function symbols
equipped with a permutation group. Proposition 6.3 ensures irreducible structure
faithfulness and preserves coherence. 
7. Unwinding induced cycles
In this section we give the final ingredient for proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2:
Given an (irreducible structure faithful coherent) EPPA-witness B0 for A, we will
produce an (irreducible structure faithful coherent) EPPA-witness B for A such
that there is a homomorphism-embedding B → B0 and B locally looks like a
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structure created by a series of free amalgamations of A over its substructures. In
order to state it precisely, we first need to give a definition.
Definition 7.1. Let L be a language equipped with a permutation group ΓL and
let A be a finite irreducible ΓL-structure. We inductively define what a tree amal-
gamation of copies of A is.
(1) If D is isomorphic to A then D is a tree amalgamation of copies of A.
(2) If B1 and B2 are tree amalgamations of copies of A and D is a ΓL-structure
with an embedding to all of A, B1 and B2, then the free amalgamation of
B1 and B2 over D is also a tree amalgamation of copies of A.
Now we are ready to state the result of this section.
Proposition 7.2. Let L be a finite language consisting of relational symbols and
unary function symbols equipped with a permutation group ΓL, let A be a finite irre-
ducible ΓL-structure, let B0 be an irreducible structure faithful EPPA-witness for A
and let n ≥ 1 be an integer. There is a finite ΓL-structure B with a homomorphism-
embedding B→ B0 which is an EPPA-witness for A such that for every substruc-
ture C of B on at most n vertices there is a homomorphism-embedding f : C→ D,
where D is a tree amalgamation of copies of A. Moreover, if B0 is coherent then
so is B.
Fix a finite language L consisting of relational symbols and unary function sym-
bols equipped with a permutation group ΓL and a finite ΓL-structure A.
Without loss of generality we will assume that the language L contains a binary
relational symbol E which is fixed by every permutation in ΓL and for every pair
x, y ∈ A it holds that (x, y) ∈ EA if and only if x 6= y. This additional relation
will serve as a “bookkeeping graph” of the individual copies of A throughout our
construction.
We will make use of the following lemma which has a very graph-theoretic proof:
Lemma 7.3. Let B be a ΓL-structure satisfying the following:
(1) Every irreducible substructure of B is isomorphic to a substructure of A,
and
(2) B contains no induced graph cycles (of length ≥ 4) in the relation E.
Then B is a substructure of a tree amalgamation of copies of A.
Proof. If B is irreducible then the statement follows trivially. For reducible struc-
tures we proceed by induction on |B|. Note that condition 1 implies that if C is
an irreducible substructure of B, then EC is a clique. And conversely, whenever
EB induces a clique on C ⊆ B then ClB(C) is irreducible: Indeed, suppose for a
contradiction that ClB(C) is the free amalgamation of some U1 and U2 over V
such that U1,U2 6= ClB(C). If C ⊆ U1, then we would get that ClB(C) ⊆ U1,
because U1 is a (closed) substructure of ClB(C), which is a contradiction, similarly
for U2. Hence there are x1, x2 ∈ C such that x1 ∈ U1 \ V and x2 ∈ U2 \ V . But
this implies that (x1, x2) /∈ EB, which is a contradiction.
For the following paragraphs, we will mainly consider the graph relation EB and
we will treat subsets of B as (induced) subgraphs of the graph (B,EB). We will
use the standard terminology of graph theory.
Let C be an inclusion minimal substructure of B such that C forms a vertex cut
of B (i.e. B \ C is not connected in EB) and let C ′ ⊆ C be an inclusion minimal
vertex cut of B. Such a C exists, because B is reducible. Note that from the
minimality of C it follows that C = ClB(C
′).
First note that from the minimality of C ′ it follows that for every pair of dis-
tinct vertices x, y ∈ C ′ there are be two distinct nonempty connected components
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B1, B2 ⊂ B \ C ′ such that both B1, B2 contain a vertex adjacent to x as well as a
vertex adjacent to y. Now observe that C ′ is a clique: If there was a pair of vertices
x 6= y ∈ C ′ such that (x, y) /∈ EB, we could construct an induced cycle of length
≥ 4 using x and y and vertices of B1, B2 as in the previous paragraph. This implies
that C is irreducible, because it is the closure of a clique.
From the condition on C we get that B \C is not connected, that is, can be split
into two disjoint parts B1 ∪ B2 = B \ C such that there are no edges between B1
and B2 (and therefore no relations or functions at all thanks to condition 1). This
means that B is the free amalgamation of (its substructures induced on) B1 ∪ C
and B2 ∪ C over C. We can then use induction to finish the proof. 
The following lemma is the key ingredient for proving Proposition 7.2.
Lemma 7.4. Recall that we fixed a ΓL-structure A such that EA is a complete
graph. Let B0 be an EPPA-witness for A. There is a finite ΓL-structure B which
is an EPPA-witness for A satisfying the following:
(1) There is a homomorphism-embedding f : B→ B0.
(2) Let C be a subset of B. Then at least one of the following holds:
(a) EB ∩ C2 contains no (induced) cycle of length ≥ 4,
(b) |f(C)| < |C|, or
(c) |EB0 ∩ f(C)2| > |EB ∩ C2|.
Moreover, if B0 is a coherent EPPA-witness for A then B is also coherent, and
similarly for irreducible structure faithfulness.
Note that since f is a homomorphism-embedding, we get that if |f(C)| = |C|,
then |EB0 ∩ f(C)2| ≥ |EB ∩C2| and f induces an injective mapping from EB ∩C2
to EB0 ∩ f(C)2.
We first show how Lemma 7.4 implies Proposition 7.2.
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Put N = (n − 1)(n2) + 1. Given an irreducible structure
faithful EPPA-witness B0, use Lemma 7.4 N times to construct a sequence of ΓL-
structures B1,B2, . . . ,BN and a sequence of maps f1, f2, . . . , fN such that for every
1 ≤ i ≤ N it holds that Bi is an irreducible structure faithful EPPA-witness for
A, fi is a homomorphism-embedding Bi → Bi−1 and if Bi−1 is coherent then so
is Bi.
Put B = BN . Let CN be a substructure of B on at most n vertices and denote
by C0,C1, . . . ,CN−1 the structures such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N it holds that
Ci−1 = fi(Ci).
Since we used Lemma 7.4 N times, let us count how many times one of (2b)
and (2c) from Lemma 7.4 has happened. Clearly, possibility (2b) could have hap-
pened at most n − 1 times, because |CN | ≤ n and |C0| ≥ 1. And for every fixed
m = |Ci|, possibility (2c) could have happened at most
(
m
2
) ≤ (n2) times. Therefore
one of (2b) or (2c) has happened at most N − 1 times, which means that there
is 1 ≤ i ≤ N such that possibility (2a) happened in the i-th step. This however
means that Ci contains no induced cycles of length ≥ 4.
Because Bi is an irreducible structure faithful EPPA-witness for A, we get that
every irreducible substructure of Bi is isomorphic to a substructure of A, so in par-
ticular this holds for irreducible substructures of Ci, hence we can apply Lemma 7.3
on Ci to obtain D as desired. 
In the rest of the section we will prove Lemma 7.4.
7.1. Valuations. Fix an EPPA-witness B0 for A and assume without loss of gen-
erality that A ⊆ B0. We again proceed by a construction of B using valuation.
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A sequence (c1, c2, . . . , ck) of distinct vertices of B0 is a bad cycle sequence if k ≥ 4
and the structure induced by EB0 on {c1, c2, . . . , ck} is a graph cycle containing
precisely the edges connecting ci and ci+1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k (where we identify
ck+1 = c1).
Given a vertex x ∈ B0 we denote by U(x) the set of all bad cycle sequences
containing x.
We will call a function χ : U(x) → {0, 1} a valuation function for x. Given
vertices x, y ∈ B0 and their valuation functions χx and χy we say that the pairs
(x, χx) and (y, χy) are generic if either (x, χx) = (y, χy), or x 6= y and for every
bad cycle sequence ~c = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) ∈ U(x) ∩ U(y) one of the following holds:
(1) There is 1 ≤ i < k such that {ci, ci+1} = {x, y} and χx(~c) = χy(~c), or
(2) {c1, ck} = {x, y} and χx(~c) 6= χy(~c).
A set S of pairs (x, χ) is generic if every pair (x, χx), (y, χy) ∈ S is generic.
A valuation structure for a vertex x ∈ B0 is a ΓL-structure V such that:
(1) The vertex set V is a generic set of pairs (y, χ) where y ∈ ClB0(x) and χ is
a valuation function for y,
(2) the function ι((y, χ)) = y with ιL being the identity is an isomorphism of
V and ClB0(x).
We denote by χ(x,V) the valuation function for x such that (x, χ(x,V)) ∈ V .
A set S of pairs (x,V), where V is a valuation structure for x is generic if the
set
⋃
(x,V)∈S V is generic. We put pi(x,V) = x. It is easy to check that pi is a
homomorphism-embedding from B to B0.
7.2. Witness construction. Now we construct a ΓL-structure B:
(1) The vertices of B are all pairs (x,V), where x ∈ B0 and V is a valuation
structure for x.
(2) For every relational symbol R ∈ LR we put
((x1,V1), (x2,V2), . . . , (xa(R),Va(R))) ∈ RB
if and only if (x1, x2, . . . , xa(R)) ∈ RB0 and the set
{(x1,V1), (x2,V2), . . . , (xa(R),Va(R))}
is generic.
(3) for every (unary) function symbol F ∈ LF and every vertex (x,V) ∈ B we
put
FB((x,V)) = {(y,ClV((y, χ))) : (y, χ) ∈ FV((x, χ(x,V)))}.
Observe that because every pair of distinct vertices x, y ∈ A is in REA it fol-
lows that every bad cycle sequence contains at most two vertices of A, and if
it contains precisely two, they are adjacent in EB0 . For every bad cycle se-
quence ~c = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) containing at least one vertex of A we define a function
χ~c : A ∩ {c1, c2, . . . , ck} → {0, 1} putting χ~c(x) = 1 if x = c1 and ck ∈ A and
χ~c(x) = 0 otherwise.
Next we give an embedding ψ : A→ B. For every x ∈ A we put ψ(x) = (x, χx)
where χx(~c) = χ~c(x). Clearly ψ is an embedding. Put A
′ = ψ(A). It is easy to
verify that A′ is generic.
7.3. Constructing the extension. Fix a partial automorphism ϕ of A′. It in-
duces a partial automorphism of B0 via pi which we extend to an automorphism ϕˆ
of B0.
Let F be the set consisting of all bad cycle sequences ~c for which there is a vertex
(x,Vx) ∈ Dom(ϕ) such that that χ(x,Vx)(~c) 6= χ(ϕ((x,Vx)))(ϕˆ(~c)). Note that
there are at most two different such vertices (x,Vx) ∈ Dom(ϕ) for every ~c, and if
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there are exactly two, then the outcome is the same for both of them, because ϕ
is a partial automorphism and they are connected by an edge of ~c, because A′ is
generic.
Put V = ⋃(x,V)∈B V . Define a function θ0 : V → V putting
θ0((x, χ)) = (ϕˆ(x), χ
′),
where χ′ is the valuation function for x satisfying
χ′(ϕˆ(~c)) =
{
χ(~c) if ~c /∈ F
1− χ(~c) if ~c ∈ F.
Finally we construct θ : B → B putting θ((x,V)) = (ϕˆ(x),U) such that U = θ0(V)
(that is, θ0 is an isomorphism of V and U).
Note that in this construction, we only used that both the domain and range of
ϕ are generic and that the projection of ϕ extends to an automorphism ϕˆ of B0.
7.4. Proofs. It can be verified that θ is indeed an automorphism extending ϕ in the
same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Coherence follows analogously, too. To
prove irreducible structure faithfulness it is enough to show that every clique in the
relation EB can be sent to A
′ by an automorphism of B. However, the projection
pi of every such clique is a clique in B0, which is, by the assumption, irreducible
structure faithful, therefore we get an automorphism ϕˆ sending the projection to
A. One can then proceed as in the previous section.
To finish the proof of Lemma 7.4 we now prove that for every C ⊆ B such that
EB ∩C2 is a cycle of length ≥ 4 it holds that pi|C is not an embedding. This would
imply that whenever C ⊆ B contains an induced graph cycle of length ≥ 4, one
of (2b) and (2c) holds.
Fix a set C ⊆ B such that EB|C is an induced graph cycle of length ≥ 4 and
for a contradiction assume that its projection pi(C) is again an induced graph cycle
of the same length in the relation EB0 . This means that we can enumerate C as
(x1,V1), (x2,V2), . . . , (xk,Vk) such that ~c = (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is bad cycle sequence.
Because {(x1,V1), (x2,V2)} ∈ EB we know that the pair V1,V2 is generic. By
the definition of generic pair we know that χ(x1,V1)(~c) = χ(x2,V2)(~c) and thus
by induction we get that χ(x1,V1)(~c) = χ(xk,Vk)(~c). However, again by the
definition of generic pair we know that χ(x1,V1)(~c) 6= χ(xk,Vk)(~c), which is a
contradiction.
8. Proofs of the main theorems
We first prove Theorem 1.1. We are going to use the results of the previous
section. However, it assumes that A is irreducible (because otherwise one can not
define tree amalgamation property) while Theorem 1.1 has no such assumption. In
order to deal with it, we extend the language L to L+ adding a binary symmetric
relation E fixed by every permutation of the language as in the previous section (so
E is the complete graph on the set A). For every ΓL+ -structure A we will denote
by A− its ΓL-reduct forgetting the relation E.
We will need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Let L be a finite language with relations and unary functions equipped
with a permutation group ΓL, let F be a finite family of finite ΓL-structures and
fix a ΓL+-structure A such that EA is a complete graph and A
− ∈ Forbhe(F).
Assume that there is M ∈ Forbhe(F) containing A− as a substructure such that
each partial automorphism of A− extends to an automorphism of M. Then for
every tree amalgamation D of copies of A there is a homomorphism-embedding
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h : D− →M. Moreover, for every embedding ι : A→ D there is an automorphism
α of M such that α(h(ι(A))) = A.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the construction of D (cf. Definition 7.1). The
claim clearly holds if D ' A. Suppose now that B1 and B2 are tree amalgamations
of copies of A and E is a substructure of A with embeddings δ1 : E → B1 and
δ2 : E→ B2 such that D is the free amalgamation of B1 and B2 over E. Let ι1 be
an embedding A→ B1 such that δ1 ⊆ ι1 and similarly define ι2 : A→ B2.
By the induction hypothesis, we have homomorphism-embeddings h1 : B
−
1 →M
and h2 : B
−
2 →M and also automorphisms α1, α2 of M such that αi(hi(ιi(A))) = A
for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of A− sending α1(h1(δ1(E−))) 7→
α2(h2(δ2(E
−))) and let ϕˆ be its extension to a partial automorphism of M. It is
easy to check that the function h : D →M defined by
h(x) =
{
ϕˆ(α1(h1(x))) if x ∈ B1
α2(h2(x)) otherwise
is a homomorphism embedding D− →M. The moreover part follows straightfor-
wardly. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let A+ be the ΓL+ -expansion of A adding a clique in the
relation E. We first use Theorem 1.3 to get a ΓL+ -structure B0 which is an ir-
reducible structure faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A+. Let n be the number
of vertices of the largest structure in F and let B be as given by Proposition 7.2.
We will show that B− satisfies the statement. Clearly it is an irreducible structure
faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A. To finish the proof, it remains to show that
B− ∈ Forbhe(F).
For a contradiction suppose that there is F ∈ F with a homomorphism-embedding
g : F → B−. We have that |g(F )| ≤ |F | ≤ n. Let C be the substructure of B in-
duced on g(F ). From Proposition 7.2 we get a tree amalgamation D of copies of A+
and a homomorphism-embedding f : C→ D. Composing f ◦ g, we get that F has
a homomorphism-embedding to D−. However, Lemma 8.1 gives a homomorphism-
embedding D− →M, hence we get a homomorphism-embedding F→M, which is
a contradiction. 
8.1. Connection to the structural Ramsey theory — Proof of Theo-
rem 1.2. Most of the applications of the Herwig–Lascar theorem proceed similarly
to applications of a theorem developed independently in the context of the struc-
tural Ramsey theory [HN16]. Both EPPA and the Ramsey property imply amal-
gamation (cf. Observation 2.2 and [Nesˇ05]), however, the amalgamation property
is not enough to imply either of them. This motivates the following strengthening
of (strong) amalgamation introduced in [HN16]:
Definition 8.2. Let C be a structure. An irreducible structure C′ is a comple-
tion of C if there is an injective homomorphism-embedding C → C′. It is an
automorphism-preserving completion if for every α ∈ Aut(C) there is α′ ∈ Aut(C′)
such that α ⊆ α′ and moreover the map α 7→ α′ is a group homomorphism
Aut(C)→ Aut(C′).
Observe that completion generalises amalgamation. To see that let K be a class
of irreducible structures. The amalgamation property of K can be equivalently
formulated as follows: For A, B1, B2 ∈ K embeddings α1 : A→ B1 and α2 : A→
B2, there is C ∈ K which is a completion of the free amalgamation of B1 and B2
over A with respect to α1 and α2 (which itself is not in K).
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Definition 8.3. Let L be a finite language consisting of relations and unary func-
tions equipped with a permutation group ΓL. Let E be a class of finite ΓL-structures
and K a subclass of E consisting of irreducible structures. We say that the class K
is a locally finite subclass of E if for every A ∈ K and every B0 ∈ E there is a finite
integer n = n(A,B0) such that every ΓL-structure B has a completion B
′ ∈ K
provided that it satisfies the following:
(1) For every vertex x ∈ B it holds that ClB(x) lies in a copy of A,
(2) there is a homomorphism-embedding from B to B0, and,
(3) every substructure of B on at most n vertices has a completion in K.
We say that K is a locally finite automorphism-preserving subclass of E if B′ can
always be chosen to be automorphism-preserving.
We can now prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given A ∈ K, use the fact that E has (coherent) EPPA to
obtain a (coherent) EPPA-witness B0 ∈ E . Let n = n(A,B0) be as in the definition
of a locally finite subclass and let B1 be given by Proposition 7.2 for A, B0 and n.
We thus have a homomorphism-embedding f : B1 → B0. Since every substructure
of B1 on at most n vertices is a tree amalgamation of copies of A and K is a strong
amalgamation class, we get that every substructure of B1 on at most n vertices has
a completion in K.
Put B = {x ∈ B1 : (∃α ∈ Aut(B1))(α(x) ∈ A)} and let B be the substructure
induced by B1 on B. Note that A ⊆ B and B is a union of orbits of Aut(B1)
acting on B1 naturally, hence for every α ∈ Aut(B1) we have that α|B ∈ Aut(B).
This means that B is a (coherent) EPPA-witness for A. Clearly f |B is a homo-
morphism embedding B → B0. Note that if x ∈ B, then ClB1(x) ⊆ B (because
automorphisms preserve closures). This means that for every x ∈ B it holds that
ClB(x) lies in a copy of A and also that every substructure of B is a substructure
of B1, and hence has a completion in K provided that it has at most n vertices.
Now we can use the fact that K is a locally finite automorphism-preserving
subclass of E for A and B and get an EPPA-witness for A in K. Finally, if B
was coherent, then this completion is coherent, too, thanks to the moreover part of
Definition 8.2. 
9. Applications
In this section we present three applications of our general results.
9.1. Free amalgamation classes. We start with an easy observation [HO03,
EHN17, SS17].
Observation 9.1. Let K be a free amalgamation class, let A ∈ K be a finite
structure and let B be an irreducible structure faithful EPPA-witness of A. Then
B ∈ K.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that B /∈ K. Let B0 be an inclusion minimal
substructure of B such that B0 /∈ K. Because K is a free amalgamation class it
follows that B0 is irreducible. However, this is a contradiction with the existence
of an automorphism ϕ of B such that ϕ(B0) ⊆ A. 
Combining Observation 9.1 with Theorem 1.3 we get the following corollary,
which will be used in the sections below.
Corollary 9.2. Let L be a finite language consisting of relations and unary func-
tions equipped with a permutation group ΓL and let K be a free amalgamation class
of finite ΓL-structures. Then K has irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA.
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9.2. Metric spaces without large cliques. We start with an example of an
application of Theorem 1.2 which was first proved by Conant [Con19, Theorem 3.9]
(see also [ABWH+17c]).
Proposition 9.3. Let Kn denote the metric space on n vertices where all distances
are 1. The class Mn of all finite integer-valued metric spaces which do not contain
a copy of Kn has coherent EPPA for every n ≥ 2.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 9.3.
Proof of Proposition 9.3. We will understand integer-valued metric spaces as re-
lational structures in the language L = {R1, R2, . . .} (with trivial ΓL), where
{x, y} ∈ Ra if and only if d(x, y) = a. We do not explicitly represent d(x, x) = 0.
Let En be the class of all L-structures A such that RiA is symmetric and irreflexive
for every Ri ∈ L, for every pair of vertices x, y ∈ A it holds that {x, y} is in at most
one of RiA and Kn 6⊆ A.
Clearly En is a free amalgamation class and therefore by Corollary 9.2 it has
irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA.Mn is a hereditary subclass of En and
consists of irreducible substructures. We need to verify that Mn is a locally finite
automorphism-preserving subclass of En and that it has the strong amalgamation
property in order to use Theorem 1.2 and thus finish the proof.
Note that if we have B0 ∈ En and a finite ΓL-structure B with a homomorphism-
embedding f : B→ B0, the following holds for B:
(1) Kn 6⊆ B,
(2) the relation RiB is symmetric and irreflexive for every i ≥ 1,
(3) every pair of vertices x, y ∈ B is in at most one RiB relation, and
(4) there is a finite set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . .} such that for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . .} \ S we
have RiB = ∅ (i.e. B uses only distances from S).
Note that whenever we have a structure B satisfying conditions 1–4, we can view
it as an S-edge-labelled graph, that is, a triple (B,E, d) such that {x, y} ∈ E if and
only if there is i ∈ S such that {x, y} ∈ RiB and d : E → S is such that d(x, y) = i if
and only if {x, y} ∈ RiB (note that we write d(x, y) instead of d({x, y})). It makes
sense to define S-edge-labelled graphs even for infinite S, a metric space is then an
R+-edge-labelled complete graph which contains no triangles with distances a, b, c
such that a > b+ c.
Let C = (C,E, d) be an N+-edge-labelled cycle (that is, (C,E) is a graph cycle)
and enumerate the vertices as C = {c1, . . . , cn} such that ci and ci+1 are adjacent
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n (we identify cn+1 with c1) and d(c1, cn) is maximal. We say
that C is a non-metric cycle if
d(c1, cn) >
n−1∑
i=1
d(ci, ci+1).
The following claim is standard and was used many times (e.g. [Sol05, Nesˇ07,
Con19, HN16]).
Claim. Let S ⊂ N+ be a finite set of distances and let B = (B,E, d) be a finite S-
edge-labelled graph. There is a metric space M on the same vertex set B such that
the identity is a homomorphism-embedding B→M if and only if there is no non-
metric cycle C with a homomorphism-embedding C → B. Moreover, Aut(M) =
Aut(B), and if Kn 6⊆ B, then Kn 6⊆M.
In other words, we have a characterization of edge-labelled graphs with a com-
pletion to a metric space. Let’s first see how this claim implies both strong amalga-
mation and local finiteness. For strong amalgamation, it is enough to observe that
free amalgamations of metric spaces contain no non-metric cycles (indeed, if there
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was one, then one could find one in B1 or B2, which would be a contradiction).
For local finiteness observe that there are only finitely many non-metric cycles with
distances from a finite set S, hence there is an upper bound n on the number of
their vertices (which only depends on S) and we are done.
To conclude, we give a sketch of proof of the claim. Put m = max(2,maxS) and
define function d′ : B2 → N as
d′(x, y) = min(m, min
P a path x→ y in B
‖P‖),
where by ‖P‖ we mean the sum of distances of P. It is easy to check that (B, d′)
is a metric space, that it preserves automorphisms and that d′|E = d if and only if
B contains no (homomorphism-embedding of a) non-metric cycle. We remark that
(B, d′) is called the shortest path completion of B in [HN16]. 
Remark 9.4. The fact that we used En as the base class in the proof of Proposi-
tion 9.3 was a matter of choice. We could also, for example, start with the class
of all L-structures; the condition that every small enough substructure of B has a
completion in Mn would also ensure that RiB are symmetric and irreflexive, that
every pair of vertices is in at most one relation and that B does not contain Kn.
9.3. EPPA for k-orientations with d-closures. Our motivation for introducing
languages equipped with a permutation group was that it gives a nice formalism
to stack several EPPA constructions on top of each other, thereby allowing to
prove coherent EPPA for certain classes with non-unary functions. We conclude
this paper with an example of this. Namely, we prove EPPA for the class of all
k-orientations with d-closures, thereby confirming a conjecture from [EHN18].
Here we only define the relevant classes and prove EPPA for them. To get more
context (for example the connection with Hrushovski predimension constructions
and the importance for the structural Ramsey theory), see [EHN18].
Let G be an oriented graph. We say that it is a k-orientation if the out-degree
of every vertex is at most k. We say that a vertex x ∈ G is a root if its out-degree
is strictly smaller than k. Let Dk be the class of all finite k-orientations. While Dk
is not an amalgamation class, there are two natural expansions which do have the
free amalgamation property.
Definition 9.5. Let L be the digraph language with a single binary relation E
and let Ls be its expansion by a unary function symbol F .
Let G be a k-orientation. By s(G) we denote the Ls-expansion of G putting
F (x) = {y ∈ G : (x, y) ∈ E}.
Let Dks be the class of all s(G) for G ∈ Dk.
Recall that by ClA(x) we denote the smallest substructure of A containing x
and call it the closure of x in A. For G ∈ Dks and y ∈ G, we denote by roots(y)
the set of all roots of G which are in ClG(y).
Definition 9.6. Let Ld be an expansion of Ls adding an n-ary function symbol
Fn for every n ≥ 1.
Given G ∈ Dks , we denote by d(G) the Ld-expansion of G putting Fn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∅ if x1, . . . , xn is not a tuple of distinct roots and
Fn(x1, . . . , xn) = {y ∈ G : roots(y) = {x1, . . . , xn}}
if x1, . . . , xn is a tuple of distinct roots. We define Dkd to be the class of all d(G)
for G ∈ Dks .
It is easy to see that Dks is a free amalgamation class. Combining with Corol-
lary 9.2 we then get the following theorem proved by Evans, Hubicˇka and Nesˇetrˇil [EHN18,
EHN17].
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Theorem 9.7. Dks has irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA for every k ≥ 1.
It is again straightforward to verify (and it was done in [EHN18]) that Dkd is a free
amalgamation class. Since it contains non-unary functions, hence the results of this
paper cannot be applied directly to prove that Dkd has irreducible structure faithful
coherent EPPA. However, we can use the fact that all the non-unary functions go
from root vertices to non-root vertices and still show the following theorem, which
was conjectured to hold in [EHN18, Conjecture 7.5].
Theorem 9.8. Dkd has irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA for every k ≥ 1.
Proof. Fix A ∈ Dkd and denote by A0 its Ls-reduct (thus A0 ∈ Dks ). Let B0 ∈
Dks be an irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A0 given by
Theorem 9.7.
Let P be the set of all pairs (x, (x1, . . . , xn)) such that x is a non-root vertex
of B0, (x1, . . . , xn) is a tuple of distinct root vertices of B0 and rootsB0(x) =
{x1, . . . , xn}. Note that we have such a pair for each possible permutation of
{x1, . . . , xn}. Define pi((x, (x1, . . . , xn))) = x to be the projection and put |(x, (x1, . . . ,
xn))| = n.
Denote by L+ the expansion of Ls adding an |P |-ary relational symbol RP
for every P ∈ P. Let ΓL+ be the permutation group on L+ consisting of all
permutations of the RP symbols induced by the natural action of Aut(B0) on P.
E and F are fixed by ΓL+ .
Denote by A1 the ΓL+ -structure created from A0 by removing all non-root ver-
tices, keeping the edges and functions F on the root vertices and adding (x1, . . . xn) ∈
R
(x,(x1,...,xn))
A1
if and only if x is a non-root vertex of A0 and rootsA0(x) = {x1, . . . , xn}.
Let B1 be an irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A1 given by
Theorem 1.3.
We will now reconstruct an Ld-structure B ∈ Dkd from B1 such that B will be
an irreducible structure faithful coherent EPPA-witness for A. The construction
is quite technical, but the general idea is to simply put back the non-root vertices
according to the R(x,(x1,...,xn)) relations as freely as possible using B0 as a template.
Let T0 be the set consisting of all pairs (P, x¯) such that P ∈ P, x¯ is a tuple of
vertices of B1 and x¯ ∈ RPB1 . We say that (P, x¯) ∼ (P ′, x¯′) if and only if pi(P ) =
pi(P ′) and x¯ and x¯′ are different permutation of the same set. Let T consist of
exactly one (arbitrary) member of each equivalence class of ∼ on T0.
Let B = B1 ∪ T be the vertex set of our newly constructed EPPA-witness for
A. For u, v ∈ B, we put (u, v) ∈ EB if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) u, v ∈ B1 and (u, v) ∈ RB1 ,
(2) u ∈ B1, v = ((x, (x1, . . . , xn)), (w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ T , there is 1 ≤ i ≤ n such
that u = wi and (xi, x) ∈ RB0 ,
(3) u = ((x, (x1, . . . , xn)), (w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ T , v ∈ B1, there is 1 ≤ i ≤ n such
that v = wi and (x, xi) ∈ RB0 , or
(4) u = ((x, (x1, . . . , xn)), (w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ T , v = ((y, (y1, . . . , yn)), (t1, . . . , tn)) ∈
T , {w1, . . . , wn} ⊆ {t1, . . . , tn} or {t1, . . . , tn} ⊆ {w1, . . . , wn} and (x, y) ∈
RB0 .
We now prove that (B,EB) is a k-orientation. Clearly there are no loops and
no vertices x, y such that both (x, y) and (y, x) are in EB, because this holds in
both B1 and B0. Let v be a vertex in B. By irreducible structure faithfulness of
B1 we get that v can be sent to the given copy of A1: For v ∈ B1 this is clear, if v
corresponds to a tuple in a relation, this also holds, because the tuple is irreducible.
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If v ∈ B1, this means that there is a vertex of A1 to which v can be sent, and
thus we can associate to v a vertex of A0. If v ∈ T , we can associate to it a vertex
of B0 via pi.
In either way, we can identify v with a vertex of B0 such that the out-edges in
(B,EB) correspond to the out-edges in B0. And since B0 ∈ Dks , we get that the
out-degree of v in (B,EB) is at most k. Thus, we can put B = d(s((B,EB))).
We now embed A to B. Define function ψ : A→ B by
ψ(x) =
{
x if x is a root vertex of A
((x, rootsA(x)), rootsA(x)) otherwise,
where by rootsA(x) we mean the enumeration of the set rootsA(x) which is in T .
Note that ψ is well defined, because A and A0 have the same vertex set (and
A1 is a subset of it), hence A ⊆ B0, and since A0 ⊆ B0, we have that rootsA(x) =
rootsB0(x) for every x ∈ A. It is straightforward to check that ψ is in fact an
embedding A→ B.
Let ϕ be a partial automorphism of A. Extend it to a full automorphism θ0
of B0. Let αA1 be the restriction of ϕ to the root vertices of A and let αL+ be
the permutation of L+ induced by θ0. Now we have that (αL+ , αA1) is a partial
automorphism of A1 and thus it extends to an automorphism θ1 of B1.
It is now again straightforward to check that the natural action of θ1 on B is
in fact an automorphism of B and that it extends ϕ. Coherence and irreducible
structure faithfulness follow from the fact that θ0 and θ1 are both coherent and
irreducible structure faithful. 
10. Conclusion
Comparing known EPPA classes and known Ramsey classes one can easily iden-
tify two main weaknesses of the state-of-the-art EPPA constructions.
(1) The need for automorphism-preserving completion procedure is not neces-
sary in the Ramsey context. The example of two-graphs [EHKN18] shows
that there are classes with EPPA which do not admit automorphism-
preserving completions (see [Kon19] for a more systematic treatment of
certain classes of this kind). Understanding the situation better might
lead to solving some of the long standing open problems in this area in-
cluding the question whether the class of all finite tournaments has EPPA
(see [HPSW18] for recent progress on this problem).
(2) The lack of general EPPA constructions for classes with non-unary function
symbols. Again there are known classes with non-unary function symbols
that have EPPA (e.g. finite groups or a natural interpretation of equiva-
lences on k-tuples with infinitely many equivalence classes). It is however
not known whether, for example, the class of all finite partial Steiner sys-
tems or the class of all finite equivalences on pairs with two equivalence
classes have EPPA.
On the other hand, in this paper we consider ΓL-structures which reduce to the usual
model-theoretic structures in the Ramsey context (because ΓL must be trivial there
in order for the class to be rigid). This has some additional applications including:
(1) Elimination of imaginaries for classes having definable equivalence classes
(see [Iva15, HN16]),
(2) representation of special non-unary functions which map vertices of one
type to vertices of different type (an example is given in the proof of The-
orem 9.8), or
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(3) representation of antipodal structures and switching classes (generalising
[EHKN18], see also[Kon19]).
We refer the reader to [HN16, ABWH+17c, Kon18a, Kon18b] for various exam-
ples of (automorphism-preserving) locally finite subclasses.
We conclude with several open questions and conjectures. One of the main
weaknesses of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 is that they only allow unary functions. It
would be interesting to know whether they hold without this restriction.
Question 10.1. Do Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 hold also for languages with non-
unary functions?
If answered in the affirmative, Question 10.1 would have some applications which
are interesting on their own and have been asked before. We present two of them
as separate questions.
Question 10.2. Let L be the language consisting of a single binary function and
let C be the class of all finite L-structures (say, such that the image of every pair
of vertices has cardinality at most one). Does C have EPPA?
Question 10.3. Does the class of all finite partial Steiner systems have EPPA?
The correspondence between the structural conditions for EPPA and Ramsey
classes also motivates the following conjecture.
Conjecture 10.4. Every class with EPPA has a precompact Ramsey expansion.
See, for example [NVT15] for a definition of a precompact expansion. Classes
known to have EPPA where the existence of a precompact Ramsey expansion is
open include the class of all finite groups [Sin17, PS18] and the class of all finite
skew-symmetric bilinear forms [Eva05].
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